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The Yidinji people represented one of the 

largest Indigenous tribes of the Cairns area.

The Yidinji Yabanday, or tribal lands, 

covered a large area—from the Barron River 

in the north, to the Russell River in the 

south; from the Murray Prior Range in the 

east, to Tolga in the west.

Today, some Yidinji people—like many 

other Indigenous Australians—continue to 

live as their ancestors did.

The Yidinji tribe was made up of eight 

clans, which served as custodians of various 

tracts of Yidinji country. Two dialects of  

the local Yidiny language were spoken 

—a tableland dialect and a coastal dialect.
(In all clan names, barra means “belonging to”,  
while Yidi signifies the Yidinji tribe or language group.) The Djumbun is a popular totem in Yidinji 

culture. The name Djumbun is used to refer 

to two very different creatures 

—the witchetty grub and the scorpion. 

As witchetty grubs and scorpions are often 

found in the same places, the Yidinji believed 

they were two different stages of the one 

lifecycle. Both forms of Djumbun can be seen 

on the Yidinji shields featured here.

The metamorphosis of the witchetty grub into 

a moth (or, as the Yidinji believed, a scorpion) 

is symbolic of the preparation, development 

and initiation of the young warrior. 

The scorpion itself symbolises courage, 

strength, wisdom, honour and independence. 

Djumbun the scorpion keeps to itself, and is 

very capable of taking care of itself. 

The rain forest is home to many of the Yidinji clans.
Tourism Queensland
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CULTURE AND HISTORY

Gimuy-Walubarra
This shield features Djumbun 
the witchetty grub. The 
design depicts Djumbun at 
the larval stage, as shown  
by the white areas on the 
shield. The shield featured  
is identical to that held by  
Ye-I-Nie (an ancestor of the 
Gimuy-Walubarra) in the 
adjacent photograph.

Wadjanbarra
The design of the Wadjanbarra 
shield depicts the moth stage 
of the Djumbun lifecycle, as 
shown by the white areas on 
the shield.

Bundabarra
The Bundabarra region is 
surrounded by water and 
mountains, which are reflected 
in the design of this shield.  
The white area represents the 
water, while the mountains are 
depicted in yellow at the top 
and bottom. The yellow area 
in the centre represents the 
Dogobil or water bag.

Gulgibarra
The design of the Gulgibarra 
shield depicts Wangal the 
Boomerang, a key figure 
from Yidinji Storytime. (See 
the Gulgibarra Yidi entry.)

Bindabarra
This Bindabarra shield 
depicts mountains and 
waterfalls, along with 
Djumbun the scorpion.

Mandigalpi
This shield depicts a sacred 
ceremony performed by the 
Mandigalpi, with other 
invited clans and tribes in 
attendance. The ceremony 
tells the story of a small turtle 
that becomes the biggest and 
strongest in the ocean. 

Badjabarra
The Badjabarra shield  
depicts Minderi 
 (pronounced  
min-di-ree), a small  
tree grub.

Mallanbarra
The design on the Mallanbarra 
shield signifies the Dogobil or 
water bag. Dogobils were 
traditionally made from bark 
and hollow tree trunks, and 
sealed with beeswax.

DJUMBUN A Yidinji Totem

Blood 
design  

Djumbun 
scorpion 
design  

Djumbun with 
mountains/ 
landscape

Sword 
design

Gindaja 

THE CASSOWARY

You can learn more about the Yidinji 

people on the touch screen presentation 

on the other side of this node.

FIGHTING SHEILDS
Fighting shields were used in battles with 

other tribes. The four shield designs pictured 

here symbolise blood, Djumbun the 

witchetty grub, the local mountains and 

landscape, and the Yidinji battle sword.

The Yidinji sword was two metres in 

length and made of bloodwood.  

(The sword and shield can be seen in  

the adjacent photograph of Ye-I-Nie.)

Caption to be supplied
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The large, flightless bird Gindaja 

(pronounced gin-duh-ja)—the 

Cassowary—is another totem  

of the Yidinji people. There are 

many story trails involving this 

most unique and unusual animal. 

One Yidinji story tells how Gindaja travelled 

from Wajan Yabanday (the Atherton 

Tableland) to the coast. In Yidinji Storytime, 

Gindaja had large wings and could fly. He 

flew from Bunda Gindaja (Lamb’s Range)  

to the area now known as the Trinity Inlet. 

The landscape here was dominated by a 

large lake 10 000 to 15 000 years ago.

Gindaja was unsure of this new place.  

He accidentally flew into the lake and 

became stuck in the mud. Although he 

flapped and flapped his wings, he couldn’t 

free himself. He soon began to lose the 

feathers from his wings. By the time he 

eventually walked from the lake, Gindaja 

had no wing feathers left. 

And so, today, the 

Cassowary cannot fly. His 

remaining feathers are 

black from the mud in which 

his ancestor was stuck. He 

walks around lost, trying to 

find his way home—the land is 

very different on foot.

TREATY
The Yidinji people, like many other 

Aboriginal tribes, fought to protect their 

lands and bring about justice and respect 

for their people. 

In 1898, a treaty was formed between the 

Yidinji people and King’s Counsel, declaring 

that attacks by both parties would cease. 

The Governor of the day agreed to issue 

free food and blankets to the Yidinji for  

as long as people of the Commonwealth 

were to stay in their country. 

The colonists never left, but the free food 

and blankets didn’t last. 

The King 
of Cairns
In the early 1800s, colonists began the 

practice of presenting gorgets or “King 

Plates” to Aboriginal tribal leaders. These 

plates were presented in recognition of 

status and as a sign of treaty—in an 

attempt to foster Aboriginal cooperation 

in the development of the colony. 

However, Aboriginal people did not 

recognise the plates themselves as such. 

The plates were made from brass or 

bronze, and inscribed with various titles. 

They varied in size, but were generally 

crescent-shaped. Some of the later designs 

were quite large and unusual in shape. 

Yidinji tribal leader Ye-I-Nie (pronounced 

yi-nee), the Peace Maker, was granted  

the plate of “King of Cairns” in 1905.

CLAN SHIELDS 
Each clan shield is unique to the Yidinji 

people and the North Queensland region.

Gimuy-Walubarra Yidi
(Pronounced ghee-moy-wah-la-burra)

The Gimuy-Walubarra are the 
traditional custodians of Cairns and 
the surrounding regions. 

Gimuy is the Yidiny name for the 
region now known as Cairns. (It takes 
its name from the slippery blue fig 
tree—Ficus albipila—which grew in 
large numbers in the area, and was 
known as Gimuy by the Yidinji.)

Walu is the Yidiny word for “side of 
the hill”.

Wadjanbarra Yidi
(Pronounced wah-jin-burra)

The Wadjanbarra are the traditional 
custodians of the low-lying forest 
between the tableland mountains. 
Wadjan is the Yidiny word for “forest”.

The protectors of the rainforest, the 
Wadjanbarra would travel to the 
coast during the winter months. They 
would follow trails from Giri (Kiari) to 
Bunda Walpa Gindaja (Lamb’s Head) 
and Bunda Gindaja (Lamb’s Range), 
and then down the coast to 
Girriwanday (White Rock). 

The Wadjanbarra spoke both the 
tableland and coastal Yidiny dialects.

Bundabarra Yidi
(Pronounced boon-duh-burra)

The Bundabarra are the traditional 
custodians of the tableland mountains. 
Bunda is the Yidiny word for “hill” or 
“mountain”.

These mountain people traditionally 
occupied the tableland area around 
Yungaburra, as the early settlers 
renamed it.  

Gulgibarra Yidi
(Pronounced gool-gee-burra)

The Gulgibarra are the traditional 
custodians of the southern lands and 
sandy banks of the Mulgrave River. 
Gulgi is the Yidiny word for “sand”. 
This clan was therefore known as the 
sand people or seaside people. 

The Gulgibarra have what is known as 
“Storytime”—unlike other Aboriginal 
tribes, which have Dreamtime. In 
Gulgibarra Storytime, Gulibunjay threw 
his son Wangal the Boomerang far out 
into the sea. Wangal flew over the 
waters of what is today known as 
Trinity Inlet, and continued his flight 
inland, striking various trees and rocks. 
The places Wangal struck retain their 
Yidiny place names to this day.

Gulibunjay then took his other son, 
Yirrgaybalan, and followed the path 
left by Wangal. Wangal came to rest at 
what is today known as the Cairns 
Esplanade. Wangal is the Yidiny name 
for the Esplanade.

His brother Yirrgaybalan can be found 
on the other side of the Barron River, at 
what is today known as Reddin Island. 
Their father, Gulibunjay, can be found 
at the mouth of the Mulgrave River.

Bindabarra Yidi
(Pronounced binda-burra)

Binda is the Yidiny word for 
“waterfall”. The Bindabarra were  
the waterfall people. Their home was 
surrounded by lush rainforest and 
waterfalls such as the Josephine and 
Fishery Falls. Their main camp was in 
the area now known as Babinda.

The region is famous for the Babinda 
Boulders—a popular swimming hole. 
But beware—the seasonal rapids here 
have claimed many lives. A Yidiny  
story tells of a young Bindabarra 
woman promised through an arranged 
marriage to a Bindabarra man. 
However, she fell in love with a young 
warrior from a neighbouring tribe. 

When the Bindabarra elders caught her 
with the young warrior and tried to 
take her back, she threw herself into 
the raging torrents at the Babinda 
Boulders. Her spirit remains there to 
this day. And if any young men who are 
strangers to the area walk by, she calls 
them into the river after her. 

Colonists referred to the Bindabarra 
people, along with their neighbours  
the Gulgibarra, as the “Bellenden Ker 
Blacks”. An Anglican mission was 
established in the region, but later 
moved to Yarrabah.

The Bindabarra are also known as  
the Wujnur (pronounced wun-new-ri), 
meaning “wise people”.

Badjabarra Yidi
(Pronounced bud-jah-burra)

The Badjabarra are the traditional 
custodians of the grass plains on the 
tableland slopes of Mt Bellenden Ker. 
Badja is the Yidiny word for “long grass”. 

The Badjabarra were neighbours of the 
Mamu and Nadjon tribes, as well as the 
Mallanbarra and Bindabarra clans of 
the Yidinji tribe. They were therefore 
unique in speaking three languages 
—Yidiny, Djirribal and Nadjonji. 

Mandigalpi Yidi
(Pronounced mun-di-gell-pie)

The Mandigalpi were the warrior clan of the 
Yidinji people. Mandi is the Yidiny word for 
“hands”, and Galpi means “fighting”. 

The Mandigalpi are the traditional 
custodians of the land from the Trinity 
Inlet to the mouth of the Mulgrave  
and Russell Rivers (Badabadoo), and west 
to the Murray Prior Range. The 
Mandigalpi were also known as the 
Mulgrave River Tribe.

The Mandigalpi clan helped the 
neighbouring Kunganji tribe when they 
were invaded by the Mamu tribe, who 
sought to extend their lands and steal the 
Kunganji women. A battle ensued, and 
the Mandigalpi continued to protect the 
area thereafter—hundreds of years before 
the arrival of Europeans.

The Mandigalpi share the Wangal the 
Boomerang story with the Gulgibarra. 
Wangal’s father, Gulibunjay, lies in the 
Mandigalpi clan estate. 

Mallanbarra Yidi
(Pronounced mul-lun-burra)

The Mallanbarra clan estate extended 
from Gordonvale, following the Mulgrave 
and Little Mulgrave Rivers. Mallan is the 
Yidiny word for “flat rock” or “stony 
waters”. The Mallanbarra were known as 
the stony river or Mulgrave River people. 

This clan had the best of both worlds—their 
lands extended from the Atherton 
Tableland to the coast. The Mallanbarra had 
many ceremonial grounds—ceremonies 
were shared with neighbouring Yidiny clans, 
as well as other tribal groups in the region.

The Mallanbarra—along with the 
Gulgibarra and the other coastal clan, the 
Mandigalpi—were feared by European 
settlers establishing the area now known 
as Gordonvale. This group was known by 
colonists as the Mulgrave River Blacks.

Bilan gudan njundu Yidin 
Yabanday—Yidi Nalan nudjun
Welcome to Yidinji country— 

on behalf of the Yidinji Elders

The Yidinji people made 

shields for a variety of 

purposes. 

There were ceremonial shields, 

fighting shields and shields that 

symbolised each of the eight clans. 

(Ceremonial shields are only used 

in traditional Yidinji rituals, and 

cannot be reproduced here.)

The shields are made from the 

buttress roots of the Gimuy or 

slippery blue fig tree. The scars of 

many generations of shield making 

can be seen on the old Gimuy trees 

in the region. The Yidinji shield 

makers were careful not to 

mortally damage the trees.

The colours used to decorate the 

shields are traditional tribal ochres 

readily available in the region.
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A studio portrait of Yidinji 

warrior Ye-I-Nie—the Peace 

Maker and King of Cairns. He 

wears the King Plate granted 

to him in 1905, and carries a 

Gimuy-Walubarra shield and 

Yidinji battle sword.
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